
Have you ever wondered about the lives of your pets? They look pretty 

boring, don’t they? The same thing over and over: walk, meal, sleep. 

But a certain dog wants more from life than a full belly and three 

walks a day. To begin with, a trip into space and being the first dogsmonaut 

on the Moon seems like a good idea – and the very opposite of boring! 

A bit of hard training and building a rocket out of junk are child’s play 

for him. But the launch into space is just the beginning. The trip gets ever 

more complicated. Getting home will be a tough nut to crack. 

Join Little Dog on his fantastic trip into space and perhaps you’ll discover 

that adventures aren’t only for determined little dogs.  
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Little Dog often wished that his 

life was more interesting. He 

admired the famous dogs he saw 

on TV. Some of them saved human 

lives. Others travelled the world. 

Some ran about in the wilderness. 

Others chased criminals.
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From the moment Little Dog learned about Laika and her 

expedition, he watched all TV programmes about space 

keenly. His favourite was called Wide-Open Window to 

Space. Little Dog listened to the presenter talk about distant 

stars. He dreamed of being in space… One evening, he saw 

a programme about moon landings.
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As soon as he got there,  

he set to work.  

He sawed, hammered,  

cut, pounded, nailed,  

measured and welded.  

He worked tirelessly for days  

and nights. He was so caught up  

his work, several times he forgot  

about his walkies! Little Fish  

lent a helping fin by passing  

him tools and making sure he took  

an occasional rest.
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After a few days, anyone passing the garden  

by Little Dog’s kennel would have seen a big rocket  

gleaming in the sun. Little Dog surveyed it  

proudly – as well he might, after all his hard work.  

The rocket was filled with levers, knobs and devices.  

Little Dog could hardly wait to try it out.  

The next day was lovely and sunny,  

without a cloud in the sky – ideal weather for  

a rocket flight!



I don't know.
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